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Declared Date EX-Date Record Date Pay Date
Net Dividend 

Amount ($)

5/19/2008 5/28/2008 5/30/2008 6/16/2008 0.361111

8/14/2008 8/27/2008 8/29/2008 9/15/2008 0.507813

11/13/2008 11/26/2008 12/1/2008 12/15/2008 0.507813

2/19/2009 2/25/2009 2/27/2009 3/16/2009 0.507813

5/19/2009 5/28/2009 6/1/2009 6/15/2009 0.507813

8/14/2009 8/28/2009 9/1/2009 9/15/2009 0.507813

11/20/2009 11/27/2009 12/1/2009 12/15/2009 0.507813

2/12/2010 2/25/2010 3/1/2010 3/15/2010 0.507813

5/12/2010 5/27/2010 6/1/2010 6/15/2010 0.507813

8/12/2010 8/30/2010 9/1/2010 9/15/2010 0.507813

11/12/2010 11/29/2010 12/1/2010 12/15/2010 0.507813

2/14/2011 2/25/2011 3/1/2011 3/15/2011 0.507813

5/9/2011 5/27/2011 6/1/2011 6/15/2011 0.507813

8/10/2011 8/30/2011 9/1/2011 9/15/2011 0.507812

10/19/2011 11/29/2011 12/1/2011 12/15/2011 0.507813

1/27/2012 2/28/2012 3/1/2012 3/15/2012 0.507813

5/14/2012 5/30/2012 6/1/2012 6/15/2012 0.507813

7/16/2012 8/29/2012 8/31/2012 9/17/2012 0.507813

11/6/2012 11/28/2012 11/30/2012 12/17/2012 0.507813

1/24/2013 2/27/2013 3/1/2013 3/15/2013 0.507813

5/3/2013 5/29/2013 5/31/2013 6/17/2013 0.507813

7/24/2013 8/28/2013 8/30/2013 9/16/2013 0.507813

11/1/2013 11/26/2013 11/29/2013 12/16/2013 0.507813

2/26/2014 3/6/2014 3/10/2014 3/17/2014 0.507813

5/9/2014 5/28/2014 5/30/2014 6/16/2014 0.507813

8/15/2014 8/27/2014 8/29/2014 9/15/2014 0.507813

11/7/2014 11/26/2014 12/1/2014 12/15/2014 0.507813

2/27/2015 3/5/2015 3/9/2015 3/16/2015 0.507813

5/13/2015 5/28/2015 6/1/2015 6/15/2015 0.507813

8/17/2015 8/28/2015 9/1/2015 9/15/2015 0.507813

11/6/2015 11/27/2015 12/1/2015 12/15/2015 0.507813

2/17/2016 2/26/2016 3/1/2016 3/15/2016 0.507813

5/16/2016 5/27/2016 6/1/2016 6/15/2016 0.507812

8/17/2016 8/30/2016 9/1/2016 9/15/2016 0.507813

Source:  Bloomberg

Barclays Bank PLC

Series 5 Preferred ADS

Dividend Information

2008-2016
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The Wall Street Journal

May 16, 2008 Friday

SECTION: Pg. C2

LENGTH: 704 words

HEADLINE: International Finance: Barclays Doesn't Budge --- Bank Posts Profit, Declines for Now To Seek Infusion

BYLINE: By Neil Shah and Carrick Mollenkamp

BODY:

LONDON -- Barclays PLC stopped short of a widely expected move to raise capital, leaving the British bank with
one of the industry's thinnest cushions against losses at a time of great uncertainty in the economy.

The U.K.'s third-largest bank by market capitalization, Barclays said it turned a profit in the first quarter despite
GBP 1.7 billion ($3.3 billion) in write-downs on mortgage and other investments.

While the bank left the door open for a capital injection, it decided for the time being not to join rivals, such as
Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC and HBOS PLC, that have turned to investors for funds to help them weather the
financial crisis.

In an interview, Chief Executive John Varley rattled off various spending choices -- from hiring teams of former
ABN-Amro employees to buying a bank in Russia -- that demonstrate how Barclays's capital level isn't slowing down
its business.

"We understand how much capital we need at any given time," he said.

Barclays's decision to hold back left analysts concerned that Mr. Varley could be underestimating the bank's
difficulties and missing an opportunity to shore up its finances at a time when the U.K. government has been pushing
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banks to attract the capital they need to keep lending.

RBS, HBOS and mortgage lender Bradford &Bingley PLC have announced plans to raise a total of more than GBP
16 billion through rights issues, in which they sell new shares at a discount to shareholders.

Barclays appears to be "in denial," said Tom Rayner, a banking analyst at Citigroup. Mr. Rayner also said
Barclays's write-downs seemed meager compared with its peers, given the size of its portfolio of troubled assets.
Barclays has said direct comparisons aren't valid because it holds a different mix of assets.

In London, Barclays's shares fell 2% to 418.75 pence.

One reason for delaying a capital increase could be to allow Barclays to distance itself from the troubles of rivals
RBS and HBOS. But people familiar with the bank believe Barclays could turn to capital raising by the third quarter.

In lieu of an immediate capital raising, Barclays could build up its cash cushion by retaining profits or by selling
assets. Barclays is keeping all options open.

Chief Financial Officer Chris Lucas said he expects Barclays's core Tier 1 capital ratio to be less than 5.1% at the
end of June.

That is below the bank's own target of 5.25% and the European average of 6.5%, and not far from the U.K.
regulatory minimum of 4%. Tier 1 capital is important for banks because it provides a cushion against losses.

Building capital could be difficult given the bleak outlook for the U.K. economy, which the Bank of England has
warned could come near a recession in coming quarters. A weaker U.K. economy is likely to boost the number of
consumers defaulting on their debts.

European banks have so far taken more write-downs, and been slower to raise capital, than their peers in the U.S.

As of last week, credit losses at European banks stood at $158 billion, compared with $153 billion at U.S. banks,
according to a research report by Joseph Quinlan, an analyst at Bank of America's Investment Strategies Group in New
York. But European banks have raised only 67% of that amount in new capital, compared with 88% for U.S. banks.

U.K. Prime Minister Gordon Brown has called upon banks to come clean about their losses and to raise capital, in
return for help from the Bank of England in finding a home for billions of pounds in hard-to-sell mortgage loans that
have been clogging up banks' balance sheets.

If Barclays ultimately chooses to raise capital, it can do so through a rights issue, or by selling shares to a
sovereign-wealth fund or other investor. Last year, it issued shares to China Development Bank and Singapore
state-owned investment company Temasek as part of its unsuccessful bid to buy out Dutch bank ABN Amro.

Barclays's write-downs included GBP 495 million against exposures to collateralized debt obligations and GBP
1.21 billion against other credit-market exposures.

Barclays didn't announce specific first-quarter figures, but said profit was down from a year earlier.

---

Ragnhild Kjetland contributed to this article.

License this article from Dow Jones Reprint Service

NOTES:
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12/14/2015 Feds unveil rescue plan for Fannie, Freddie - Sep. 7,2008 

CNN U.S. Edition V 

Business Markets Tech Media Personal Finance Small Biz Luxury stock tickers 

SPECIAL REPORT Mortgage Meltdown 
Top Most Popular 

Slortss 
Most Popular 
Videos Stortss 

U.S. seizes Fannie and Freddie 
i. How much people in 34 countries pay in taxes 

Treasury chief Paulson unveils historic government takeover of twin mortgage 
buyers. Top executives are out. 

2. Yes, a Fed rate hike really will affect you 

3. Should there be a fat tax on soda & junk food? 
By David Eis, CNNMoney.com staff writer 
Last Updated: September 7,2008:8:28 PM EOT 

EMAIL j PRINT j SHARE | RSS 
4.3 reasons why South Africa is in a mess 

. 'Star Wars' ticket sales blast off as opening looms NEW YORK (CNNMoney.com) - Federal officials on Sunday Paulson: 'Our work is not 
done1 unveiled an extraordinary takeover of Fannie Mae and 

Freddie Mac, putting the government in charge of the twin 
mortgage giants and the $5 trillion in home loans they back. More Gaieties 

The 14 weirdest Star Wars 
The move, which extends as much as S200 billion in 
Treasury support to the two companies, marks Washington's 
most dramatic attempt yet to shore up the nation's housing 
market, which is suffering from record foreclosures and 
faling prices. 

ads jS 
Star Wars ads are everywhere, but many 
of them feature brand tie-ins that just don't 

make a lot of sense. More 

By Most amazing cars I drove in 
2015 OMMonef. 

These were some of the most interesting, 
most historic, or just plain strangest cars I 

The sweeping plan, announced by Treasury Secretary Henry 
Paulson and James Lockhart, director of the Federal 
Housing Finance Agency, places the two companies into a 
"conservatorship" to be overseen by the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency. Under conservatorship, the government 
would temporarily run Fannie and Freddie until they are on 
stronger footing. 

More Videos 

Breaking down the 
rescue plan ^ 

drove this past year. More 

Dead brands from the 90s 
r . -4 make a comeback 

Remember JNCO. Surge. Crystal Pepsi. 
DeJia's. Tamagotchi and "FuP House*? The 

90s are coming back. More 

"A failure (of Fannie and Freddie] would affect the ability of 
Americans to get home loans, auto loans and other 
consumer credit and business finance," Paulson said at a 
press conference in Washington. "And a failure would be 
harmful to economic growth and job creation." 

More Videos 

Fannie (FNM, Fortune 500) and Freddie (FRE, Fortune 500), 
which were created by the U.S. government, have been 
badly hurt in the last year by the sharp decline in home 
prices as wel as rising mortgage delinquencies and 
foreclosures. Ail told, the two firms have racked up about $12 
bfton in losses since last summer. 

Quick Vote 
Do you think the government takeover 
of mortgage buyers Fannie Mao and 
Freddie Mac was a good move? 

Yes. It just might save the housng 
market 

Q No. |!+s too ntky to taxpayers 
Q It^s too soon to say 

9 or View resuls 
On Sunday, officials stressed that both Fannie and Freddie 
wl be open for business on Monday morning, although the 
firms wfl have undergone a dramatic facelift by then. 

ISSUE#1: Freddie CEO Richard Syron and Fannie CEO Daniel Mudd 
wl no longer run the agencies, while the FHFA will assume 
control of the boards. Regulators took care not to foist blame AMERICA'S MONEY 
on the two executives, adding that they would stick around to 
help with the transition. Hiring holds steady 

Half of 'rescued' borrowers stll 
default 

Job outlook gets gloomier 

Where the Jobs are 

Where the Jobs are 

Issue #1: America's Money -
Everyday on CNN 

Syron and Mudd will be replaced by two finance veterans 
charged with restoring the mortgage titans to health. Herb 
AJIson, the former chairman and CEO of pension provider 
TIAA-CREF, will head Fannie Mae. Allison formerly served as 
president of Merrl Lynch. 

David Moffett, who served as vice chairman and chief 
financial officer of U.S. Bancorp until early 2007 and then 
joined the Carlyle Group private-equity firm as a senior 
adviser, wl take over Freddie Mac. 

Special Report 

MORTGAGE 
MELTDOWN 

At the same time, dividends on both common and preferred 
shares wl be elminated in an effort to conserve about $2 
b#on annually. All of the firms' lobbying and political activities 
wl be halted immediately and charitable activities reviewed. 

Seniors face grim choices amid 
market shock 
October pending home sales slip 1% 
Tenants victimized by foreclosures 
Taxpayers: Furious over homeowner 

1/4 http://m oney.cnn.com /2008/09/07/news/com pani es/fanm e_fr eddi e/ 
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In addition, the Treasury Department announced a series of bailouts 
moves targeted at providing relief to both housing and 
financial markets. 

Paulson said Treasury would boost housing by purchasing mortgage-backed securities from 
Freddie and Fannie, as well as offering to lend money to the companies and the 12 Federal 
Home Loan Banks. The home loan banks advance funds to more than 8,000 member banks. 
(Read what Paulson said.) 

The Treasury, with fellow regulator FHFA, will also buy preferred stock in Fannie and Freddie to 
provide security to the companies' debt holders and bolster housing finance. 

The government, In agreeing to backstop the firms, said it would receive $1 billion in each 
company's senior preferred stock. The government will also receive a quarterly dividend payment 
and the right to own 79.9% of each company. 

How we got here 
Sunday's announcement brings an end to months of speculation about the fate of the two firms. 
Shares of Fannie and Freddie, which have fallen more than 80% as of the end of Friday's 
session, were hammered this summer among concerns they would need to raise additional funds 
to cover future losses or need to be taken over by its federal regulator. Investors feared that 
either step would reduce or wipe out the value of current shareholders' stakes. 

In mid-July, the Treasury Department and Federal Reserve announced steps in to make funds 
available to the firms if necessary and Congress approved the sweeping proposals later that 
month. 

Shortly thereafter, regulators stepped up their review of Fannie and Freddie. Paulson announced 
in August that he had tapped Wall Street firm Morgan Stanley (MS, Fortune 500) to help him 
examine the firms. 

Sources familiar with the matter told Fortune that Morgan Stanley had determined that both 
Freddie and Fannie faced "meaningful" capital issues before deciding last week that government 
intervention was necessary. Morgan Stanley has called a firm-wide meeting on Monday morning 
to explain the deal. 

Officials ruled out a capital infusion - a less drastic option than convervatorship - after considering 
questions such as whether the government would have to keep putting money in and how best 
Treasury officials could protect taxpayers, according to one of the sources. 

In the end, the route taken amounts to "a timeout, not a liquidation," says the source. 
"Conservatorship leaves all options open for the next administration." 

Following an exhaustive review, FHFA's Lockhart said Sunday that the two companies could not 
continue to operate without taking "significant action." 

Fannie and Freddie have become virtually the only source of funding for banks and other home 
lenders looking to make home loans. Their ability to do so is crucial to the recovery of the 
battered home market and the broader U.S. economy. 

The two firms buy loans, attach a guarantee, then sell securities backed by the loans' income 
stream. All told, they own or back $5.4 trillion worth of home debt - half the mortgage debt in the 
country. 

Reaction to the news 
The Treasury-FHFA plan, which was widely anticipated after financial markets closed on Friday, 
drew praise from regulators, lawmakers and some market experts. 

President Bush called the move "critical" to the housing market recovery. "Americans should be 
confident that the actions taken today will strengthen our ability to weather the housing correction 
and are critical to returning the economy to stronger sustained growth In the future," he said. 

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, who along with Paulson has led efforts to help get the 
U.S. housing market and the broader economy back on track, endorsed the move by Lockhart 
and Paulson. 

"These necessary steps will help to strengthen the U.S. housing market and promote stability in 
our financial markets," Bernanke said in a statement. 

Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y., a member of the Senate Banking Committee, said that Paulson 
had "threaded the needle just right" with the plan, noting that it will likely be met with praise from 
other lawmakers. 

http://money.cnn.cc3m/2008/09/07/news/companies/lannie_freddie/ 2/4 
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At first blush, Wall Street seemed encouraged by the news, although the true test will come when 
financial markets around the globe open Monday. Pimco's Bill Gross, a widely followed bond fund 
manager, said that the Freddie-Fannie plan was the right move. 

"This is a significant step and almost exactly what we had hoped for," Gross told CNNMoney.com 
Sunday. 

In addition to confirming the government's sovereign credit rating. Standard & Poor's affirmed its 
sterling AAA rating on both Fannie Freddie on the news, adding that Its outlook for the two firms Is 
stable. 

Unanswered questions 
The cost of the government intervention remains unclear however. Experts argue that it will 
depend in large part on the structure of the rescue, the direction of home prices and mortgage 
default rates. 

Still it seems almost certain it will run into the billions and will most likely eclipse such other high-
profile government bailouts Including than the Federal Reserve's $29 billion backing of Bear 
Stearns assets when it was taken over by J.P. Morgan Chase. 

Paulson said that the cost to taxpayers would largely depend on the future financial performance 
of Fannie and Freddie. 

Another unintended yet unavoidable consequence may be the impact to the nation's banks. 

Some of the nation's largest financial institutions including JPMorgan Chase (JPM, Fortune 500) 
and Sovereign Bancorp (SOV, Fortune 500) own a big chunk of the estimated $36 billion in 
preferred shares of Fannie and Freddie, according to research published last month by Keefe, 
Bruyette & Woods, an investment bank that specializes in financial firms. Those stakes are at risk 
of being wiped out as a result of Sunday's announcement. 

Top banking regulators. Including the Federal Reserve as well as the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corp., said in a joint statement Sunday that a limited number of smaller institutions have 
significant preferred share holdings in Fannie and Freddie. They added they are prepared to 
work with these institutions to come up with a plan should they need to raise capital. 

Still, the rescue of Fannie and Freddie could go a long way toward its intended aim - bringing 
stability to the housing market while making it easier for consumers to obtain affordable 
mortgages. 

An earlier version of this article incorrectly stated that the government would invest $1 billion in 
each company's preferred stock. 

—CNNMoney.com senior writer Tami Luhby and Fortune editor at large Patricia Sellers 
contributed to this report, m 

First Published: September 7, 2008:11:38 AM EOT 
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© 2015 Cable News Network. A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved. Terms under which this service is provided to you. Privacy Policy. AdChoices D>. 
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Lehman Brothers collapse stuns global markets
• Story Highlights
• U.S. investment banking giant Lehman Brothers to file for bankruptcy
• Merrill Lynch agrees to be taken over by Bank of America
• Job losses certain but numbers not yet known
• NEW: Dow Jones suffered worst day since 9/11; Asia, Europe markets tumbled

v!--startclickprintexclude-->

d

NEW YORK (CNN) -- Global markets were reeling Monday after a historic day on Wall Street that saw two famous names become the latest 
victims of the credit crunch.

The leading U.S. investment bank Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy and brokerage Merrill Lynch was the subject of a $50 billion buyout 
by Bank of America.

The fate of other big name financial institutions remained in doubt and stock prices plunged in Asia, Europe and the United States.

In New York, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed 504 points down, or about 4.4 percent.

The Nasdaq composite lost 3.6 percent, its worst single-session percentage decline since March 24, 2003. It left the tech-fueled average at its 
lowest point since March 17 of this year.

In Europe, FTSE index in London declined 3.92 percent while the Paris CAC 40 was down 3.78 percent. It was the worst day for the index 
since the 9/11 terror attacks in 2001.

Major Asian indexes were closed but India's Sensex fell 5.4 percent, Taiwan's benchmark dropped 4.1, Australia's key index dropped 2 
percent and Singapore fell 2.9. Check markets

The turmoil at Merrill Lynch and Lehman is bound to mean job losses in the already hard-hit financial services industry, but so far neither 
company has indicated how many will be cut.

"This crisis is clearly deeper than anybody had imagined only a short time ago," Peter Stein, an associate editor at the Wall Street Journal in 
Asia, told CNN.

The chaos followed a roller-coaster weekend for a Wall Street already concussed by woes at other major financial firms and mortgage-
financing titans Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

Sound off: What do you think?

At one point the U.S. Federal Reserve was forced to step in, announcing plans to loosen lending restrictions to the banking industry in an 
effort to calm markets, while a consortium of 10 leading domestic and foreign banks agreed a $70 billion fund to lend to troubled financial 
firms.

U.S. President George W. Bush said Monday he is confident that the markets are resilient and can deal with the latest financial blows. "We 
are working to reduce disruptions and minimize the impact these financial market developments on the broader economy." 

Watch what went wrong »

He added: "In the short run, adjustments in the financial markets can be painful for people worried about their investments and for employees 
of the firms."

U.S. Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama said eight years of Bush "brought us the most serious financial crisis since the Great 
Depression."

His Republican rival said John McCain said he was happy the federal government decided not to use taxpayer dollars to bail out Lehman 
Brothers.
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In an effort to calm market jitters, the European Central Bank on Monday said it has pumped $42.6 billion into money markets. The Bank of 
England in London also took steps, offering nearly $9 billion in a three-day auction.

In another development, American International Group, the world's largest insurer, was reportedly struggling to secure billions of dollars in 
capital after months of seeing its share values slide.

Police cordoned off Lehman's headquarters in New York on Sunday as staff, some in suits, others in casual clothes, left the building with 
cardboard boxes while tourists and onlookers gathered to watch the spectacle.

The 158-year-old bank, which has weathered previous financial upheavals and saw its offices destroyed in the September 11 World Trade 
Center attacks, filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, which grants protection while it works out a plan to pay back creditors.

The collapse of Lehman came after shares declined 94 percent in the space of a year, prompting speculation over its fate. It took a turn for 
the worse Sunday when Bank of America and British bank Barclays, both viewed as potential "white knights," pulled out of deal talks, sources 
told CNNMoney.com.

Both Lehmans and Merrill have been caught with huge exposures to unsecured mortgages, the bad debts at the heart of the so-called credit 
crunch that has devalued the U.S. housing market and sent financial shockwaves worldwide. Analysis: Different rules for different names »

Lehman's collapse and the sale of Merrill reduces the number of independent firms on Wall Street to two -- Morgan Stanley and Goldman 
Sachs -- following the sale of Bear Stearns to JP Morgan at a bargain price earlier this year.

"Acquiring one of the premier wealth management, capital markets and advisory companies is a great opportunity for our shareholders," Bank 
of American Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Ken Lewis said in a statement Monday.

"Together our companies are more valuable because of the synergies in our businesses."

Like Lehman, Merrill Lynch has been suffering from bad real estate bets, and its stock price lost 27 percent last week -- shares are down 65 
percent this year. Watch why Bank of America thinks Merrill is the opportunity of a lifetime »

Merrill, known for with its famous bull logo, has been an icon of Wall Street and investing. But billions of dollars in losses in the last year due 
to fallout in the U.S. mortgage market proved too much for the 94-year old firm.

David Ellis of CNNMoney.com contributed to this report

All AboutLehman Brothers Inc. • Business • Financial Markets • Merrill Lynch & Co. Inc.
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September 15, 2008

BIDS TO HALT FINANCIAL CRISIS RESHAPE 
LANDSCAPE OF WALL ST.
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN; Reporting was contributed by Edmund L. Andrews, Eric Dash, Michael Barbaro, Michael J. de la Merced, Louise 
Story and Ben White.

This article was reported by Jenny Anderson, Eric Dash and Andrew Ross Sorkin and was 
written by Mr. Sorkin. 

In one of the most dramatic days in Wall Street's history, Merrill Lynch agreed to sell itself on 
Sunday to Bank of America for roughly $50 billion to avert a deepening financial crisis, while 
another prominent securities firm, Lehman Brothers, said it would seek bankruptcy protection 
and hurtled toward liquidation after it failed to find a buyer. 

The humbling moves, which reshape the landscape of American finance, mark the latest chapter 
in a tumultuous year in which once-proud financial institutions have been brought to their 
knees as a result of hundreds of billions of dollars in losses because of bad mortgage finance and 
real estate investments. 

But even as the fates of Lehman and Merrill hung in the balance, another crisis loomed as the 
insurance giant American International Group appeared to teeter. Staggered by losses 
stemming from the credit crisis, A.I.G. sought a $40 billion lifeline from the Federal Reserve, 
without which the company may have only days to survive. 

The stunning series of events culminated a weekend of frantic around-the-clock negotiations, as 
Wall Street bankers huddled in meetings at the behest of Bush administration officials to try to 
avoid a downward spiral in the markets stemming from a crisis of confidence. 

''My goodness. I've been in the business 35 years, and these are the most extraordinary events 
I've ever seen,'' said Peter G. Peterson, co-founder of the private equity firm the Blackstone 
Group, who was head of Lehman in the 1970s and a secretary of commerce in the Nixon 
administration. 

It remains to be seen whether the sale of Merrill, which was worth more than $100 billion 
during the last year, and the controlled demise of Lehman will be enough to finally turn the tide 
in the yearlong financial crisis that has crippled Wall Street and threatened the broader 
economy. 
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Early Monday morning, Lehman said it would file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in New 
York for its holding company in what would be the largest failure of an investment bank since 
the collapse of Drexel Burnham Lambert 18 years ago, the Associated Press reported. 

Questions remain about how the market will react Monday, particularly to Lehman's plan to 
wind down its trading operations, and whether other companies, like A.I.G. and Washington 
Mutual, the nation's largest savings and loan, might falter. 

Indeed, in a move that echoed Wall Street's rescue of a big hedge fund a decade ago this week, 
10 major banks agreed to create an emergency fund of $70 billion to $100 billion that financial 
institutions can use to protect themselves from the fallout of Lehman's failure. 

The Fed, meantime, broadened the terms of its emergency loan program for Wall Street banks, 
a move that could ultimately put taxpayers' money at risk. 

Though the government took control of the troubled mortgage finance companies Fannie Mae 
and Freddie Mac only a week ago, investors have become increasingly nervous about whether 
major financial institutions can recover from their losses. 

How things play out could affect the broader economy, which has been weakening steadily as 
the financial crisis has deepened over the last year, with unemployment increasing as the 
nation's growth rate has slowed. 

What will happen to Merrill's 60,000 employees or Lehman's 25,000 employees remains 
unclear. Worried about the unfolding crisis and its potential impact on New York City's 
economy, Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg canceled a trip to California to meet with Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger. Instead, aides said, Mr. Bloomberg spent much of the weekend working the 
phones, talking to federal officials and bank executives in an effort to gauge the severity of the 
crisis. 

The weekend that humbled Lehman and Merrill Lynch and rewarded Bank of America, based in 
Charlotte, N.C., began at 6 p.m. Friday in the first of a series of emergency meetings at the 
Federal Reserve building in Lower Manhattan. 

The meeting was called by Fed officials, with Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson Jr. in 
attendance, and it included top bankers. The Treasury and Federal Reserve had already stepped 
in on several occasions to rescue the financial system, forcing a shotgun marriage between Bear 
Stearns and JPMorgan Chase this year and backstopping $29 billion worth of troubled assets -- 
and then agreeing to bail out Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 

The bankers were told that the government would not bail out Lehman and that it was up to 
Wall Street to solve its problems. Lehman's stock tumbled sharply last week as concerns about 
its financial condition grew and other firms started to pull back from doing business with it, 
threatening its viability. 
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Without government backing, Lehman began trying to find a buyer, focusing on Barclays, the 
big British bank, and Bank of America. At the same time, other Wall Street executives grew 
more concerned about their own precarious situation. 

The fates of Merrill Lynch and Lehman Brothers would not seem to be linked; Merrill has the 
nation's largest brokerage force and its name is known in towns across America, while 
Lehman's main customers are big institutions. But during the credit boom both firms piled into 
risky real estate and ended up severely weakened, with inadequate capital and toxic assets. 

Knowing that investors were worried about Merrill, John A. Thain, its chief executive and an 
alumnus of Goldman Sachs and the New York Stock Exchange, and Kenneth D. Lewis, Bank of 
America's chief executive, began negotiations. One person briefed on the negotiations said Bank 
of America had approached Merrill earlier in the summer but Mr. Thain had rebuffed the offer. 
Now, prompted by the reality that a Lehman bankruptcy would ripple through Wall Street and 
further cripple Merrill Lynch, the two parties proceeded with discussions. 

On Sunday morning, Mr. Thain and Mr. Lewis cemented the deal. It could not be determined if 
Mr. Thain would play a role in the new company, but two people briefed on the negotiations 
said they did not expect him to stay. Merrill's ''thundering herd'' of 17,000 brokers will be 
combined with Bank of America's smaller group of wealth advisers and called Merrill Lynch 
Wealth Management. 

For Bank of America, which this year bought Countrywide Financial, the troubled mortgage 
lender, the purchase of Merrill puts it at the pinnacle of American finance, making it the biggest 
brokerage house and consumer banking franchise. 

Bank of America eventually pulled out of its talks with Lehman after the government refused to 
take responsibility for losses on some of Lehman's most troubled real-estate assets, something 
it agreed to do when JP Morgan Chase bought Bear Stearns to save it from a bankruptcy filing 
in March. 

A leading proposal to rescue Lehman would have divided the bank into two entities, a ''good 
bank'' and a ''bad bank.'' Under that scenario, Barclays would have bought the parts of Lehman 
that have been performing well, while a group of 10 to 15 Wall Street companies would have 
agreed to absorb losses from the bank's troubled assets, to two people briefed on the proposal 
said. Taxpayer money would not have been included in such a deal, they said. 

Other Wall Street banks also balked at the deal, unhappy at facing potential losses while Bank of 
America or Barclays walked away with the potentially profitable part of Lehman at a cheap 
price. 

For Lehman, the end essentially came Sunday morning when its last potential suitor, Barclays, 
pulled out from a deal, saying it could not obtain a shareholder vote to approve a transaction 
before Monday morning, something required under London Stock Exchange listing rules, one 
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person close to the matter said. Other people involved in the talks said the Financial Services 
Authority, the British securities regulator, had discouraged Barclays from pursuing a deal. Peter 
Truell, a spokesman for Barclays, declined to comment. Lehman's subsidiaries were expected to 
remain solvent while the firm liquidates its holdings, these people said. Herbert H. McDade III, 
Lehman's president, was at the Federal Reserve Bank in New York late Sunday, discussing 
terms of Lehman's fate with government officials. 

Lehman's filing is unlikely to resemble those of other companies that seek bankruptcy 
protection. Because of the harsher treatment that federal bankruptcy law applies to financial-
services firms, Lehman cannot hope to reorganize and survive. It was not clear whether the 
government would appoint a trustee to supervise Lehman's liquidation or how big the financial 
backstop would be. 

Lehman has retained the law firm Weil, Gotshal & Manges as its bankruptcy counsel. 

The collapse of Lehman is a devastating end for Richard S. Fuld Jr., the chief executive, who has 
led the bank since it emerged from American Express as a public company in 1994. Mr. Fuld, 
who steered Lehman through near-death experiences in the past, spent the last several days in 
his 31st floor office in Lehman's midtown headquarters on the phone from 6 a.m. until well past 
midnight trying to find save the firm, a person close to the matter said. 

A.I.G. will be the next test. Ratings agencies threatened to downgrade A.I.G.'s credit rating if it 
does not raise $40 billion by Monday morning, a step that would crippled the company. A.I.G. 
had hoped to shore itself up, in party by selling certain businesses, but potential bidders, 
including the private investment firms Kohlberg Kravis Roberts and TPG, withdrew at the last 
minute because the government refused to provide a financial guarantee for the purchase. 
A.I.G. rejected an offer by another investor, J. C. Flowers & Company. 

The weekend's events indicate that top officials at the Federal Reserve and the Treasury are 
taking a harder line on providing government support of troubled financial institutions. 

While offering to help Wall Street organize a shotgun marriage for Lehman, both the Fed 
chairman, Ben S. Bernanke, and Mr. Paulson had warned that they would not put taxpayer 
money at risk simply to prevent a Lehman collapse. 

The message marked a major change in strategy but it remained unclear until at least Friday 
what would happen. ''They were faced after Bear Stearns with the problem of where to draw the 
line,'' said Laurence H. Meyer, a former Fed governor who is now vice chairman of 
Macroeconomic Advisors, a forecasting firm. ''It became clear that this piecemeal, patchwork, 
case-by-case approach might not get the job done.'' 

Both Mr. Paulson and Mr. Bernanke worried that they had already gone much further than they 
had ever wanted, first by underwriting the takeover of Bear Stearns in March and by the far 
bigger bailout of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. 
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Outside the public eye, Fed officials had acquired much more information since March about 
the interconnections and cross-exposure to risk among Wall Street investment banks, hedge 
funds and traders in the vast market for credit-default swaps and other derivatives. In the end, 
both Wall Street and the Fed blinked. 

PHOTOS: Clockwise from top left, Richard Fuld Jr. of Lehman, John Thain of Merrill Lynch 
and Kenneth Lewis of Bank of America. (PHOTOGRAPHS BY KEVIN WOLF/ASSOCIATED 
PRESS; FRED R. CONRAD/THE NEW YORK TIMES; DANIEL ACKER/BLOOMBERG NEWS) 
(pg.A1); Top bankers at Federal Reserve in Manhattan to discuss the fate of Lehman: Robert 
Wolf, chairman for the Americas at UBS, top; Peter Kraus, head of strategy and investments at 
Merrill Lynch, above; Vikram Pandit chief of Citigroup, center; and Steve Black, co-chief of 
JPMorgan's investment bank, right. (PHOTOGRAPHS BY JIN LEE/BLOOMBERG NEWS) 
(pg.A19) 
CHARTS: PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN SHARE PRICE: Percent change in share price for AMEX 
Index, Merrill Lynch, and Lehman Brothers (Source: Bloomberg) (pg.A1); A PROUD 
COMPANY FALTERS: Lehman Brothers was one of the oldest and most respected investment 
banks, but that history was not enough to keep it out of trouble during the mortgage crisis. 
(Source: Bloomberg (stock price)) (THE NEW YORK TIMES PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRED R. 
CONRAD (PETERSON), ROBERT M. KLEIN (LEHMAN BUILDING), NEAL BOENZI 
(GLUCKSMAN)) 
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Government Seizes WaMu and Sells 
Some Assets 
By ERIC DASH and ANDREW ROSS SORKIN SEPT. 25, 2008 

Washington Mutual, the giant lender that came to symbolize the excesses of 

the mortgage boom, was seized by federal regulators on Thursday night, in 

what is by far the largest bank failure in American history. 

Regulators simultaneously brokered an emergency sale of virtually all of 

Washington Mutual, the nation's largest savings and loan, to JPMorgan Chase 

for $1.9 billion, averting another potentially huge taxpayer bill for the rescue of 

a failing institution. 

The move came as lawmakers reached a stalemate over the passage of a 

$700 billion bailout fund designed to help ailing banks, and removed one of 

America's most troubled banks from the financial landscape. 

Customers of WaMu, based in Seattle, are unlikely to be affected, although 

shareholders and some bondholders will be wiped out. WaMu account holders 

are guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation up to $100,000, 

and additional deposits will be backed by JPMorgan Chase. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/26/business/26wamu.lTtml?_r=0 1/6 
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Many WaMu employees came to work Friday wondering about their jobs, 

JPMorgan executives said that it was too early to know how many employees 

might be laid off, but industry analysts said the number could be as high as 

5,000. Analysts expect the bank to close about 540 branch sites, many that 

overlap with JPMorgan offices. 

By taking on all of WaMu's troubled mortgages and credit card loans, 

JPMorgan Chase will absorb at least $31 billion in losses that would normally 

have fallen to the F.D.I.C. 

JPMorgan Chase, which acquired Bear Stearns only six months ago in 

another shotgun deal brokered by the government, is to take control Friday of 

all of WaMu's deposits and bank branches, creating a nationwide retail 

franchise that rivals only Bank of America. But JPMorgan will also take on 

Washington Mutual's big portfolio of troubled assets, and plans to shut down 

at least 10 percent of the combined company's 5,400 branches in markets like 

New York and Chicago, where they compete. The bank also plans to raise an 

additional $8 billion by issuing common stock on Friday to pay for the deal. 

Washington Mutual, with $307 billion in assets, is by far the biggest bank 

failure in history, eclipsing the 1984 failure of Continental Illinois National 

Bank and Trust in Chicago, an event that presaged the savings and loan crisis. 

IndyMac, which was seized by regulators in July, was one-tenth the size of 

WaMu. 

But fears of the fallout from the government takeover of a big bank were 

balanced with the removal of one of the largest remaining clouds looming over 

the banking industry. 

"This institution was a big question mark about the health of the deposit 

fund," Sheila C. Bair, the chairwoman of the F.D.I.C., said on a conference call 

Thursday. "It was unique in its size and exposure to higher risk mortgages and 

the distressed housing market. This is the big one that everybody was worried 

about." She said that the bank's rapidly deteriorating condition prompted 
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regulators to seize it Thursday, and not on a Friday as is typical for bank 

closures. 

For weeks, the Federal Reserve and the Treasury Department were 

nervous about the fate of WaMu, among the worst-hit by the housing crisis, 

and pressed hard for the bank to sell itself. Washington Mutual publicly 

insisted that it could remain independent, but the giant thrift had quietly hired 

Goldman Sachs about two weeks ago to identify potential bidders. But nobody 

could make the numbers work and several deadlines passed without anyone 

submitting a bid. 

But as panic gripped financial markets last week after the collapse of 

Lehman Brothers, WaMu customers started withdrawing their deposits. The 

government then stepped up its efforts, at points going behind WaMu's back to 

work privately with four potential bidders on a deal. On Wednesday afternoon, 

the government solicited formal written bids. On Thursday morning, 

regulators notified James Dimon, chairman and chief executive of JPMorgan 

Chase, that he was the likely winner."We are building a company," Mr. Dimon 

said in a brief interview. "We are kind of lucky to have this opportunity to do 

this. We always had our eye on it." 

But the seizure and the deal with JPMorgan came as a shock to 

Washington Mutual's board, which was kept completely in the dark: the 

company's new chief executive, Alan H. Fishman, was in midair, flying from 

New York to Seattle at the time the deal was finally brokered, according to 

people briefed on the situation. Mr. Fishman, who has been on the job for less 

than three weeks, is eligible for $11.6 million in cash severance and will get to 

keep his $7.5 million signing bonus, according to an analysis by James F. Reda 

and Associates. WaMu was not immediately available for comment. 

The government has dealt with troubled financial institutions differently. 

Lehman Brothers and Washington Mutual, which were less entangled with the 

rest of the financial system, were allowed to collapse. But the government took 
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emergency measures to stabilize Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and the 

American International Group, the insurance giant. 

Federal regulators had been tiying to broker a deal for Washington 

Mutual because a takeover by the F.D.I.C. would have dealt a crushing blow to 

the federal government's deposit insurance fund. The fund, which stood at 

$45.2 billion at the end of June, has been severely depleted after suffering a 

loss from the sudden collapse of IndyMac Bank. Analysts say that a failure of 

Washington Mutual would have cost the fund as much as $30 billion or more. 

The deal will end WaMu's 119-year run as an independent company and 

give JPMorgan Chase branches in California and other markets where it does 

not have a big presence. 

Until recently, Washington Mutual was one of Wall Street's strongest 

performers. It reaped big profits quarter after quarter as its then chief 

executive, Keriy K. Killinger, enlarged its presence by buying banks on both 

coasts and ramping up mortgage lending. 

His goal was to transform what was once a sleepy Seattle thrift into the 

"Wal-Mart of Banking," which would cater to lower- and middle-class 

consumers that other banks deemed too risky. It offered complex mortgages 

and credit cards whose terms made it easy for the least creditworthy borrowers 

to get financing, a strategy the bank extended in big cities, including Chicago, 

New York and Los Angeles. With this grand plan, Mr. Killinger built 

Washington Mutual into the sixth-largest bank in the United States. 

But underneath the hood, the bank's machinery was failing. 

Then the housing market began to crumble. Like so many other financial 

institutions, the bank tried to hedge its mortgage bets — but did so poorly. It 

retrenched on its branch-building ambitions. But none of that was enough to 

deflate ballooning losses on mortgage loans, nor defuse ticking time bombs 

like interest-only and pay-option amortization products that had reeled in 
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bottom-grade borrowers. 

With rising mortgage payments and higher gas and food bills, WaMu's 

losses in its big credit card loan portfolio also surged. 

By then, however, WaMu's troubles had set off alarm bells on Wall Street, 

which ground its share price down daily. 

With options narrowing, WaMu frantically reached out to several banks 

and big private equity firms, including the Carlyle Group and the Blackstone 

Group. 

In March, JPMorgan Chase saw an opportunity and urged WaMu in a 

letter to consider a quick deal. On the same weekend that Mr. Dimon 

negotiated his daring takeover of Bear Stearns, he secretly dispatched 

members of his team to Seattle to meet with WaMu executives. When 

JPMorgan Chase offered WaMu $8 a share, largely in stock. But Mr. Killinger 

balked at the deal. 

In April, David Bonderman, a founder of the TPG private equity firm, and 

a group of institutional investors agreed to infuse $7 billion of capital into the 

bank. Mr. Killinger kept his job, and Mr. Bonderman, who had served as a 

WaMu director from 1997 to 2002, returned with a board seat and 176 million 

WaMu shares priced at about $8.75 each — steep discount of more than 25 

percent to that day's share price. 

While the deal was sweet for Mr. Bonderman, it eroded the value for 

existing shareholders, enraging them. They moved on June 2 to strip Mr. 

Killinger of his chairmanship. Mr. Bonderman, meanwhile, watched his golden 

bet turn to dross. In a statement Thursday, TPG said: "Obviously, we are 

dissatisfied with the loss to our partners from our investment in Washington 

Mutual." 

A version of this article appears in print on , on page A1 of the New York edition with the headline: 
In Largest Bank Failure, U.S. Seizes, Then Sells. 
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Wells Fargo Swoops In
By ERIC DASH and BEN WHITE OCT. 3, 2008

The bold gambit that could reorder American banking began with the chirp of a 
cellphone in Charlotte, N.C.

It was just after 9 p.m. on Thursday, and Robert K. Steel, the chief executive of 
the Wachovia Corporation, listened to startling news on his phone as he stepped off 
a plane from New York: Wells Fargo & Company was plotting to wrest his stricken 
bank from Citigroup.

Only four days earlier, assisted by federal regulators, Mr. Steel had agreed to sell 
Wachovia to Citigroup for a fire-sale $1 a share. Wells Fargo had walked away, and 
Richard M. Kovacevich, its chairman, had called to wish Mr. Steel good luck.

But now Mr. Kovacevich was on the line with a far sweeter deal, one worth 
about $15 billion — seven times what Citigroup was offering.

The call set in motion another game of brinkmanship in a year of extraordinary 
Wall Street showdowns. At stake is the control of one of the nation’s largest retail 
banking businesses — a prize that will transform the winner into one of the few 
giants to emerge from the wreckage of the industry. For Wells Fargo, which is based 
in San Francisco, Wachovia would expand its reach across the nation. Citigroup, 
which is based in New York, wants the bank for its large retail operations.

The battle has also drawn in federal regulators, who had pushed the teetering 
Wachovia into the arms of Citigroup but are now seeking to limit taxpayer exposure. 
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The reversal might make it more difficult for the government to broker future 
rescues. Citigroup is weighing a lawsuit that would claim a breach of contract.

The cast of characters include some of the most powerful executives in the 
industry: Vikram S. Pandit at Citigroup; Mr. Steel, a former confidant of Henry M. 
Paulson Jr. at both the Treasury and Goldman Sachs; and Mr. Kovacevich, a 
legendary banker and former Citigroup executive who, until now, has largely 
shunned the empire-building practiced by his rivals.

In the wings is Warren E. Buffett, the largest shareholder of Wells Fargo, who 
has emerged as the go-to financier for several prominent companies that have come 
under siege during the credit crisis.

For Mr. Steel, the latest chapter began on Thursday night with the call from Mr. 
Kovacevich, who told him to consider the new offer or he would go public with it on 
Friday morning.

About 10 minutes later, Mr. Steel’s BlackBerry buzzed. It was a merger proposal 
from Wells Fargo, bearing the approval of that bank’s board.

Wachovia executives were stunned. They had not heard from Wells for days, 
and had been working nonstop alongside Citigroup bankers to close the deal and 
discuss operational details.

Mr. Steel called one of his Wall Street advisers, who was at home watching the 
vice presidential debate. “Fasten your seat belt,” Mr. Steel told him.

At about 11:30 p.m., Mr. Steel convened an emergency meeting of Wachovia’s 
board, where he described the new offer and a serious potential roadblock. Accepting 
might involve breaking an agreement with Citigroup that appeared to block a rival 
bid.

After two hours of debate, the board concluded that Wells Fargo’s offer was too 
good to pass up. Wells Fargo was offering to buy all of Wachovia, whereas Citigroup 
had proposed buying only part of it. Also, Wells, unlike Citigroup, was not seeking 
government support. And then there was the money.
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The board voted in favor of the offer, and, at approximately 2:15 a.m., Mr. Steel 
placed an awkward call to Mr. Pandit at Citigroup. The deal, he told him, was off.

Fifteen minutes later, Mr. Pandit alerted his lawyers and top lieutenants and 
summoned them to prepare for battle. They met at the law offices of Davis Polk & 
Wardwell. Groggy, one Citigroup executive forgot his corporate ID card.

In the early hours of Friday morning, Wachovia executives learned that Sheila 
C. Bair, the head of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, which had pressed 
for the Citigroup deal, would not stand in the way of the new agreement with Wells 
Fargo, as it would involve no risk to taxpayers.

“Neither Chairman Bair nor any person at the F.D.I.C. in any way initiated or 
solicited this bid from Wells Fargo,” an F.D.I.C. spokesman said on Friday. “When 
asked for our views, we said that we would not object” because the agency does not 
have the authority.

Other federal regulators said that they would not block Well Fargo’s offer while 
they reviewed the proposal.

By Friday morning the F.D.I.C. said it stood behind the original deal with 
Citigroup. Bankers working on the deal were mystified by the statement, and said 
they had assumed the government would ultimately back a deal that did not involve 
public money.

News of the deal reached Wall Street trading desks at 7 a.m. A few hours later, 
Wells Fargo went public with its offer. Citigroup, its stock sinking, quickly fired back.

The Wells-Wachovia deal is “in clear breach” of an exclusivity agreement 
between Citigroup and Wachovia, Citigroup said. Citigroup claimed it had been 
irreparably harmed and demanded that Wachovia and Wells Fargo halt their 
proposed transaction.

Mr. Kovacevich told investors in a conference call Friday morning that he was 
confident the deal would go through. “We think this deal is solid,” he said.
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When an analyst asked Mr. Steel if he could discuss whether Wachovia had a 
binding agreement with Citigroup, he replied with one word: No. But Mr. Buffett, in 
an interview on CNBC, endorsed the Wells Fargo bid on Friday afternoon, calling it 
superior to Citigroup’s offer.

Well Fargo’s reversal came after a little-noticed move on Tuesday by the 
Internal Revenue Service, which restored tax breaks for banks that take big losses on 
bad loans inherited through acquisitions. The rule had been viewed as a impediment 
to bank consolidation. With Wachovia, Wells Fargo estimates that it will absorb 
about $74 billion in losses.

The marketplace passed swift judgment on Friday. As its hold on Wachovia 
appeared to slip away, Citigroup stumbled in the stock market. Its shares fell nearly 
18.5 percent, while shares of Wells Fargo slipped just 1.7 percent. Wachovia was the 
big winner. Its shares soared nearly 59 percent.

Andrew Ross Sorkin contributed reporting.

A version of this article appears in print on , on page C1 of the New York edition with the headline: Wells 
Fargo Swoops In. 

© 2015 The New York Times Company 
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Alistair Darling, U.K. Chancellor of the Exchequer, arrives at number 10 
Downing Street to attend a press conference with U.K. Prime Minister 
Gordon Brown, in London, U.K., on Wednesday, Oct 8, 2008. Gordon 
Brown's government will invest about 50 billion pounds ($87 billion) in an 
unprecedented step to prevent a collapse of the U.K. banking system. 
Photographer: Chris Ratcliffe/Bloomberg News

U.K. to Inject About $87 Billion in Country's Banks (Update3) 

(Adds investor comment in 10th paragraph.)

By Ben Livesey and Jon Menon

Oct. 8 (Bloomberg) -- Prime Minister Gordon Brown's government will invest about 50 
billion pounds ($87 billion) in an unprecedented step to prevent a collapse of the U.K. 
banking system.

As part of the plan, the government will buy preference shares, and the Bank of England 
will make at least 200 billion pounds available for banks to borrow under the so-called 
special liquidity plan, the Treasury said in a statement today. The government will also 
provide a guarantee of about 250 billion pounds to help refinance debt.

The steps to partially nationalize the banking industry provide ``the necessary building 
blocks to allow banks to return to their basic function of providing cash and investment for 
families and businesses,'' Chancellor of the Exchequer Alistair Darling said today.

The worsening credit crisis has forced the U.K to join the U.S., Ireland, Iceland, Belgium 
and Spain in rushing out untested bailout measures to save their largest banks. 
Edinburgh-based Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc and HBOS Plc, Britain's biggest 
mortgage lender, surrendered more than half their market value this week as investors lost 
confidence in their ability to fund themselves.

The government said it will make 25 billion pounds immediately available in the form of preference shares and stands ready to provide an additional 25 billion 
pounds. The amount available to each bank will vary and will depend on their dividend payouts, executive pay policies and will require the banks to lend to 
small businesses and home owners, the government said.

`Blanket Guarantees'

``These measures are better than blanket guarantees, which don't change the behavior of banks,'' said Peter Hahn, a fellow at the Cass Business School in 
London and former managing director of Citigroup Inc. ``The taxpayer has direct exposure and direct control on the banks, which is a good thing. Darling has 
got it right.''

The latest U.K. steps come after the government nationalized Northern Rock Plc and Bradford & Bingley Plc this year and arranged the takeover of HBOS. 
Darling and Brown are trying to prevent the financial-services industry, which accounts for about a fifth of the London economy, from collapsing under the 
weight of the global credit crunch. President George Bush approved a plan last month to spend $700 billion buying distressed assets from banks.

U.K. financial service companies will cut 12,000 jobs before year end, a third more than in the same period last year, Britain's biggest business lobby group 
said Sept. 29.

Participating Banks

Besides RBS and HBOS, Abbey, Barclays Plc, HSBC Holdings Plc, Lloyds TSB Group Plc, Nationwide Building Society and Standard Chartered Plc are 
eligible under the U.K. plan.

Most British banks fell today. Barclays dropped 13 percent to 247 pence at 9:20 a.m. in London, and RBS lost 4.4 percent to 86 pence. Lloyds TSB declined 
6.8 percent, and HSBC, which said it has no current plans to use the government proposal, slumped 4.3 percent. HBOS rose 21 percent to 114.4 pence at 
9:10 a.m.

The government should have specified how much capital goes to each bank, said Robert Talbut, who manages 31 billion pounds at Royal London Asset 
Management in London. ``To say 25 billion pounds is available and it's up to each bank how they will draw it down, is not credible.''

RBS, Barclays, Lloyds TSB and three other U.K. banks need to repay as much as 54 billion pounds of debt by the end of March 2009 as borrowing costs 
reach record highs and banks are reluctant to lend to each other. The total, which includes bonds, convertible bonds and commercial paper, is triple the debt 
repaid in the same period a year ago.

Coming Due

RBS has about 11.5 billion pounds of obligations coming due in the next six months, while Barclays, the U.K.'s second-biggest bank by market value, has 
15.9 billion pounds maturing, according to data compiled by Bloomberg.

U.K. banks have been talking to government officials for weeks about selling stakes to the Treasury and lifting the guarantee on bank deposits. Ireland and 
Germany increased their deposit guarantees after the near-collapse of banks in those countries shook investors' confidence.

``The package addresses the most significant issues in the market, namely confidence in the strength of the banking system and the working of the money 
markets,'' Barclays CEO John Varley said today in statement.
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While RBS denied ``speculation'' yesterday that it asked the government for help, the bank has been overstretched since it paid about 14 billion euros ($19 
billion) last year for the investment banking and Asian units of Amsterdam-based ABN Amro Holding NV. The 12.3 billion pounds that RBS raised by selling 
shares at 200 pence apiece in June wasn't enough, and shares now trade for less than half as much.

`Unprecedented Conditions'

The government plan addresses ``unprecedented conditions in the financial system,'' and RBS will make an announcement in ``due course'' about its 
participation, CEO Fred Goodwin said in a statement.

Standard & Poor's cut RBS's credit rating this week for the first time in 10 years, saying RBS is ``less well positioned than some of its major global peers'' as it 
seeks capital.

RBS, which bought NatWest bank for 24 billion pounds in 2000, is struggling with rising defaults and a slumping housing market in Britain and the U.S. The 
bank, which had 5.9 billion of writedowns and a net loss of 761 million pounds in the first half, will have about 1.1 billion pounds of writedowns later this year, 
threatening its ability to reach a target of raising Tier 1 equity capital to 6 percent by the end of 2008, analysts at JPMorgan Chase & Co. said Oct. 1.

New Low

HBOS fell 41 percent yesterday to a new low as investors became skeptical of its government-arranged takeover by London- based Lloyds TSB, the U.K.'s 
biggest provider of checking accounts.

Lloyds TSB agreed Sept. 18 to buy HBOS in a stock swap valued at the time at 10.4 billion pounds. HBOS's market value has since fallen to 5.1 billion 
pounds, even though Lloyds TSB's takeover was still valued yesterday at more than 10 billion pounds.

The U.K. funding plan ``is very much in the interests of shareholders and customers,'' HBOS said in a statement today.

For Related News: Banking Stories: TNI BNK UK Upheaval in Financial Industry: EXTRA Stories About RBS: RBS LN TCNI WWTOP 

--With reporting by Poppy Trowbridge Editor: Mike Anderson.

To contact the reporter on this story: Ben Livesey in London +44 20 7673-2371 or blivesey@bloomberg.net

To contact the editor responsible for this story: Mike Anderson +44 20 7673-2718 or manderson34@bloomberg.net; Frank Connelly +33 1 5365-5063 or 
fconnelly@bloomberg.net.

© [2016] Bloomberg L.P. All rights reserved.
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Rescue plan for UK banks unveiled 

The UK government has announced a package of measures aimed at rescuing the banking system 
that makes available £400bn ($692bn) of fresh money. 

It will initially make extra capital available to eight of the UK's largest banks and building societies in return for 
preference shares in them. 

It is "designed to put the British banking system on a sounder footing", said Prime Minister Gordon Brown. 

Some bank shares rose on the news although the main FTSE 100 index fell. 

Shares in HBOS, the UK's biggest mortgage lender, ended up 24.5%, and Royal Bank of Scotland was 0.8% 
higher - trimming earlier gains. Shares in Lloyds TSB fell 7% and Barclays was down 2.4%. 

The fall on the FTSE 100, which ended down 5.18% at 4,366.69 points, also came despite co-ordinated interest 
rate cuts from the Bank of England, European Central Bank and Federal Reserve. 

“ Taking taxpayers' money will not be a licence to trade as normal ” 
Robert Peston, BBC business editor 

The key points of the plan are: 

• Banks will have to increase their capital by at least £25bn and can borrow from the government to do 
so. 

• An additional £25bn in extra capital will be available in exchange for preference shares. 
• £100bn will be available in short-term loans from the Bank of England, on top of an existing loan facility 

worth £100bn. 
• Up to £250bn in loan guarantees will be available at commercial rates to encourage banks to lend to 

each other. 
• To participate in the scheme banks will have to sign up to an FSA agreement on executive pay and 

dividends. 

Falling shares 

BBC business editor Robert Peston said that it was understandable that shares had fallen following news of the 
government's package. 

"What Gordon Brown and central banks have done today should stave off economic Armageddon - but it's 
probably too late to save us from months, or even years, of sluggish growth." 

He said that HBOS shares had risen strongly because it would be more likely to benefit from the plan than its 
peers. 

Special company 

BANKS SIGNED UP 
• Abbey 
• Barclays 
• HBOS 
• HSBC 
• Lloyds TSB 
• Nationwide Building Society 
• Royal Bank of Scotland 
• Standard Chartered 
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Much of the current crisis has been caused by the banks' unwillingness to lend to each other, so the 
government hopes that if those loans can be guaranteed then lending will resume. 

"This is beginning a process of un-bunging a big problem where banks won't lend to each other for long 
periods," Mr Darling said. 

The lenders that have confirmed their participation in aspects of the scheme are Abbey, Barclays, HBOS, HSBC, 
Lloyds TSB, Nationwide Building Society, Royal Bank of Scotland and Standard Chartered. 

The Treasury said that other banks and building societies would be able to apply for inclusion in the plan. 

Possible profit 

Preference shares pay a fixed rate of interest instead of a dividend, which has to be paid before other 
shareholders receive anything, but they do not carry voting rights. 

Taxpayers may even end up making a profit from the shares, but that is by no means guaranteed. 

Robert Peston said there would be strings attached for banks that take the government money. 

"Taking taxpayers' money will not be a licence to trade as normal," he said. 

Negotiations will take place with each participating institution that will require them to extend normal credit 
lines to homeowners and small businesses, in addition to rules on executive pay and dividends to other 
shareholders. 

'Stop the panic' 

It is hoped that the deal will get the money markets going again and assure the future of the banking system. 

"They've got additional capital now if they want it, they've got an unlimited source of liquidity," said Terry 
Smith, chief executive of the money brokers, Tullett Prebon. 

"That certainly should stop the panic in terms of people wondering whether or not the banks are safe." 

The deal has also been welcomed by the banks. 

"The government's announcement represents a very real and serious intention on the part of the authorities, 
following consultation with the banking industry, to bring stability and certainty to the UK banking system," 
HBOS said in a statement. 

Barclays, Lloyds TSB and RBS also issued statements welcoming it. 

HSBC, Nationwide and Standard Chartered also welcomed the plan but said they did not intend to take on any 
new capital at the moment. 

Story from BBC NEWS:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/2/hi/business/7658277.stm

Published: 2008/10/08 16:58:42 GMT

© BBC 2016
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UK banks receive £37bn bail-out 

The government is to pump billions of pounds of taxpayers money into three UK banks 
in one of the UK's biggest nationalisations. 

Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), Lloyds TSB and HBOS will have a total of £37bn injected into 
them. 

In return for the investment, the government will get a say in how the banks are run, including 
controls over the bonuses paid to management. 

BBC business editor Robert Peston said the banks faced "absolute humiliation". 

It would "count as perhaps the most extraordinary day in British banking history", he added. 

'Extraordinary times' 

Some financial experts have been highly critical of the government's strategy. 

Professor Tim Congdon, a former Treasury adviser, told the BBC that the plan ignored 
shareholders' interests, and said it would ruin the City of London's position in world banking. 

"The way the government is going about it, they are effectively stealing from the shareholders. 
The long-run result will be to destroy the competitiveness of Britain's most important industries," 
he said. 

Under the plan RBS is to raise £20bn with a further £17bn to be put into HBOS and Lloyds TSB. 
Barclays intends to raise £6.5bn without government help. 

“ It's immensely regretful we're coming to shareholders to raise 
funds again, it's something we feel bad about ” 
Sir Tom McKillop 
RBS chairman 
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Taxpayers will own about 60% of RBS and 40% of the merged Lloyds TSB and HBOS and 
executives at the three firms will see cash bonuses limited or forbidden. 

Chancellor Alistair Darling told MPs that the rescue package contained: "essential steps in helping 
the people and businesses of this country and supporting the economy as a whole". 

Prime Minister Gordon Brown said the bail-out was: "unprecedented but essential for all of us", 
and would thaw frozen money markets. 

"In extraordinary times, with financial markets ceasing to work, the government cannot just 
leave people on their own to be buffeted about," he added. 

'Surgical approach' 

Mr Brown insisted the investments were assets and, "not just money being pumped in", adding 
the government intended to sell the investments at some point. 

The measures needed to be accompanied by international banking system reforms, he added. 

"We must now put in place new structures and new rules for the future. This cannot simply be a 
short-term rescue to paper over the cracks. Only a surgical approach that gets to the root of the 
problem will now work to ensure the problems do not return." 

The Treasury cash forms part of the government rescue plan announced last week. 

Management shake-up 

As part of the banks' announcements: 

• RBS said chief executive Fred Goodwin was quitting with immediate effect - without a 
severance pay-off. He will be replaced by British Land boss Stephen Hester. RBS chairman 
Tom McKillop is to retire. 

• Lloyds and HBOS said they had renegotiated their merger, reducing the number of Lloyds 
TSB shares that HBOS shareholders will receive. 

• HBOS chief executive Andy Hornby and chairman Lord Dennis Stevenson said they would 
stand down from their posts after the merger with Lloyds TSB was complete. Neither will 
take any extra payments when they leave. 

• RBS and Lloyds TSB/HBOS will return mortgage and small-business lending to 2007 levels, 
which is much more than they are currently lending. 

“ It's not wrong to call it nationalisation but it's very different from 
Northern Rock. Shareholders will continue to own a big chunk of the 
banks ” 

Robert Peston 
BBC Business Editor 

Other developments included: 

• Major central banks saying they would offer financial institutions an unlimited amount of 
short-term dollar loans to help stem the crisis. 

• London's FTSE 100 index surging 8.2% as investors reacted to the news, though banking 
shares were mixed. 

As a condition of the deal, the government has insisted that senior directors should get no cash 
bonuses this year, with future bonuses to be paid in the form of shares - a move aimed at 
encouraging management to take a more long-term approach. 
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Dividend cancelled 

The government will buy £5bn of preference shares in RBS and another £15bn of ordinary shares 
if, as many expect, the bank is unable to find willing private investors. 

BANKS AND THEIR BAIL-OUTS 
• RBS - £20bn (government takes 60% stake) 
• Lloyds TSB/HBOS - £17bn* (government takes 40% stake) *dependent 
on merger being completed 

"It's immensely regretful we're coming to shareholders to raise funds again, it's something we 
feel bad about," said RBS chairman Sir Tom McKillop. "We cannot help but feel contrition." 

HBOS will raise £11.5bn from taxpayers, made up of £8.5bn in ordinary shares and £3bn in 
preference shares, while Lloyds TSB is to get £5.5bn. 

The money is conditional on the merger of the banks going through. 

Lloyds TSB and HBOS said the deal was still on, but that the terms had been renegotiated. 

A £12.2bn deal was agreed last month, but the value of HBOS shares has since plunged and the 
extent of the recapitalisation has highlighted its weakness. 

Under the revised deal, HBOS shareholders will get 0.605 Lloyds TSB shares for every HBOS 
share they hold. Under the original deal they would have received 0.83 Lloyds TSB shares. 

'No Rock' 

Barclays has said it is to raise £6.5bn of new capital. The bank is to raise the money from private 
investors, rather than going to the government. 

Barclays also said it would scrap its final dividend payout for 2008, saving it £2bn. 

Our business editor said it was not wrong to describe the part-ownership of RBS, Lloyds TSB and 
HBOS as nationalisation, but the situation was very different from Northern Rock and Bradford 
and Bingley, which had seen private investors lose their holding. 

"Shareholders will continue to own a big chunk of the banks," he said. 

Story from BBC NEWS:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/go/pr/fr/-/1/hi/business/7666570.stm

Published: 2008/10/13 21:57:34 GMT

© BBC 2016
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The U.K. government is expected to unveil Monday morning a plan that could hand it 
control of two large banks, Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC and HBOS PLC -- the 
latest in a series of aggressive government moves that are remaking the world's financial 
system with lightning speed.

At the same time, Germany is set to approve on Monday a plan to prop its banking 
system that could involve up to &euro;400 billion in taxpayers' money. It would be 
mostly in the form of guarantees for banks' borrowing, but with up to &euro;100 billion 
earmarked for taking government stakes in banks, people familiar with the matter said. 
Germany has already fully guaranteed consumer deposits.

This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit 
http://www.djreprints.com.
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EUROPEAN BUSINESS NEWS 

Europe Raises Stakes in Bank Bailout 
Race
U.K. to Rescue RBS, HBOS, as Germany Plans Up to €400 Billion to 
Aid its Institutions; U.S. Is Considering Similar Moves

Updated Oct. 13, 2008 12:01 a.m. ET 

By DANA CIMILLUCA, CARRICK MOLLENKAMP, ALISTAIR MACDONALD and 
MARCUS WALKER
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Australia, meanwhile, announced it was guaranteeing all bank deposits and banks' 
borrowings in international markets, as well as extending a program to buy mortgage-
backed securities. The United Arab Emirates said it would guarantee domestic bank 
deposits. France and Italy said they would detail their national plans Monday. One 
country yet to act was Switzerland, home to UBS AG , which has taken large write-downs 
since the credit crisis began.

After a weekend in which policy makers met in both Washington and Paris and pledged 
to devise a common approach to the crisis, the moves demonstrate a different reality: 
Each country is moving independently, forcing others to follow suit in taking major steps. 
With companies and people moving capital across borders, governments don't want their 
banks to be at a disadvantage.

Yet even as they sometimes seek to outdo each other with national rescue plans, the 
broad contours of a global response are taking shape: Developed countries are investing 
directly into the banking system, acting to insure bank deposits, guarantee certain bank 
debt and in some cases nationalize banks. "There's an enormous amount of congruence 
around where we're headed here," said a senior U.S. Treasury official Saturday.

Stocks rose in early trading in Asia on Monday, including Hong Kong, Australia and 
South Korea. Tokyo's Nikkei Stock Market was closed for a holiday.

U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson is finalizing details of a U.S. plan to inject capital 
directly into banks, a move similar to those announced by the U.K. and other European 
nations. The Treasury is expected to provide details of the program as soon as this week 
and it could be up and running shortly, say people familiar with the matter.

European Union President Nicolas Sarkozy, with British Prime Minister Gordon Brown, after crisis summit at the 
Elysee palace in Paris Sunday. EUROPEAN PRESS PHOTO 
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In Europe, the 15 
countries in the euro 
area agreed on a broad 
menu of measures to 
cope with the growing 
financial crisis. They 
include loosening "mark 
to market" accounting 
rules that force banks to 
book assets at the price 
they would get if they 
sold them now. Leaders 
also repeated a pledge to 
save any distressed bank.

The potential cost to 
governments keeps rising as they plan ever-more-ambitious measures to prop their 
banking systems. Last week, the International Monetary Fund said that $675 billion in 
capital would be needed by big global banks over the next several years. The U.K. and 
other governments have yet to spell out how they are going to pay for their packages. 
They are likely to have to issue new debt.

It wasn't immediately clear exactly to which bank borrowings the government guarantees 
would apply or whether they would cover the vast and frozen market for short-term loans 
among banks.

One sign of how well the moves are working will come Monday when 16 banks post dollar 
borrowing costs as part of the setting of the London interbank offered rate. The three-
month dollar Libor has surged in recent weeks as banks pulled back from lending to each 
other.

In the U.K., the government is now poised to be one of the world's biggest bank owners, 
after its recent purchase of parts of Bradford & Bingley PLC and the nationalization of 
Northern Rock PLC in February. Its expected move to buy a stake in HBOS comes after 
an initial plan to save HBOS through a merger with Lloyds TSB Group  PLC came up 
short. A person familiar with the matter said the Lloyds deal is still expected to go ahead.
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The U.K. is accelerating a rescue package it unveiled just days ago in an effort to halt a 
dive in bank stocks. The capital injections at four banks are now expected to reach more 
than &pound;35 billion, more than previously expected, owing to the deterioration in 
markets since the package was announced Wednesday. Last week, banks thought they 
had until the end of the year to raise capital.

As part of the government intervention, RBS Chief Executive Fred Goodwin, who built 
his institution into one of the world's largest banks in eight years at the helm, is expected 
to step down, people familiar with the matter said. He is expected to be replaced by 
Stephen Hester, chief executive of British Land Company PLC.

For Mr. Goodwin, it is a big comedown from a year ago when RBS led a consortium in 
the world's biggest-ever bank deal, the $101 billion buyout of Dutch bank ABN Amro 
Holding NV. The U.K. is expected to inject &pound;15 billion to &pound;20 billion into 
RBS, though some of that could come from existing RBS shareholders.

The measures agreed by European leaders Sunday give governments a fuller toolbox. 
Governments will have several options to help banks repay billions in debt coming due. 
European bank debt maturing between now and the end of 2009 totals some &euro;1 
trillion, according to a recent Keefe, Bruyette & Woods report. Governments, for 
example, will be able to guarantee new bank notes that mature within five years in a 
program that's available through the end of 2009. A ceiling hasn't yet been set.

In allowing governments to loosen mark-to-market rules, EU leaders are touching on one 
of the most controversial issues of the financial crisis. Bankers have complained that 
forcing them to value their assets at market prices at a time when markets aren't working 
has made their finances look worse than they are. Others say loosening the rules could 
allow them to hide serious problems.

Some European banks have complained that a strict application of accounting rules puts 
them at a disadvantage to their U.S. competitors, and write-downs caused by the rule 
could cause them to quickly burn through capital they raise. A decision on a new set of 
softer rules might be made as early as this week.

In the U.S., the Treasury is expected to give guidance on the terms under which banks 
could qualify for a capital infusion. One option would be for banks to raise some private 
capital in order to qualify.
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The Treasury and the Federal Reserve are also considering whether to implement a large-
scale guarantee of bank lending similar to moves taken by the U.K., among others. For 
now, the British banks could have a huge advantage when it comes time to sell debt to 
nervous investors.

The Fed has already taken several steps it hopes will help improve conditions in short-
term-lending markets. Last week, for example, it announced a plan to buy, directly from 
the borrowers, up to $1.3 trillion of the common short-term corporate debt known as 
commercial paper.

In Europe, the European Central Bank is considering accepting more types of 
commercial paper as collateral for loans. But for now, the ECB is not inclined to directly 
purchase this form of debt.

ECB policy makers are considering several options to help thaw the interbank lending 
markets. The ECB is particularly concerned about money-market funds, which have seen 
big redemptions by institutional investors. The ECB is considering letting the parent 
banks of such funds post money-market-fund assets as collateral for central-bank 
funding.

After a weekend of intense meetings, the U.K. Treasury and four of the U.K.'s biggest 
banks -- RBS and Barclays PLC as well as HBOS and Lloyds -- are expected early Monday 
to detail how they will raise at least &pound;35 billion, including how much each bank 
will raise from British taxpayers and from private investors. Plans were still in flux late 
Sunday, with government officials and their advisers expected to work through the night 
on the details.

The U.K.'s steps are so sweeping that officials in London weighed delaying stock trading 
on Monday. They decided not to.

The U.K. plan was originally crafted, in the weeks following the Lehman Brothers 
Holdings bankruptcy-court filing, by Treasury officials, the banks' CEOs and bankers at 
UBS and the U.K. affiliate of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. A lack of details and concern about 
weakening financial markets sent bank stock prices down on Thursday and Friday. Much 
of the market's concern in recent days focused on RBS, which is facing a falling stock as 
well as looming billions of pounds of debts. RBS shares closed Friday at half of what they 
were at the start of the week, at 71.70 pence.
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On Monday, Barclays is expected to say it plans to raise &pound;5 billion to &pound;7 
billion and that it won't need government help. The bank, which is in the process of 
integrating the North American operations of Lehman, is likely to leave the door open to 
return to the government for help.

Late Sunday night, HBOS was looking at raising about &pound;12 billion, with the U.K. 
government likely taking a controlling stake. The move by HBOS signals that its planned 
merger with Lloyds, a government-prodded effort, was not enough.

With RBS, the U.K. is expected to underwrite a capital injection. Existing shareholders 
will be offered the chance to take a piece of the offering, but it is unlikely they will take 
enough to keep a majority of the shares in private hands. The U.K. government is 
expected to put representatives on the boards of banks in which it buys common shares.

The government stepping in to control RBS will have repercussions for the U.K. 
economy. RBS is a giant lender, with 62% of its income generated in the U.K. The bank 
has a &pound;282 billion U.K. loan portfolio, lending to British homeowners, credit-card 
users, and real-estate companies. The bank, which had a &pound;1.8 trillion balance 
sheet as of June 30, is expected to dramatically cut back on lending in coming months, a 
move that could send the economy into a deeper funk.

Germany's plan will require parliamentary approval. Chancellor Angela Merkel's 
governing coalition is expected to ask for authority to grant guarantees for banks' debts 
and to buy stakes in banks. Volker Kauder, leader of Ms. Merkel's conservative bloc in 
parliament, said it aims to rush the legislation through in the next week.

Mr. Kauder said guarantees for interbank lending alone could reach as much as 
&euro;250 billion. German Finance Minister Peer Steinbr&uuml;ck told German tabloid 
Bild that the banking bailout would cause Germany to miss its target of balancing its 
budget by 2011, a longstanding goal.

German banks and insurers have been putting pressure on Berlin to support the financial 
sector as a whole instead of reacting only when an individual bank needs help, especially 
since the U.K. said it would recapitalize its banks last week. German lenders feared they 
would be at a disadvantage compared with U.K. banks when it came to borrowing in 
international markets.

-- Sara Schaefer Munoz, David Gauthier-Villars, Deborah Solomon, Jon Hilsenrath and 
Joellen Perry contributed to this article.
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3 
The Turner Review 

Chapter Two: What to do? 

The crisis has revealed the crucial importance of focusing on the second approach when 
determining bank capital adequacy rules for systemically important banks. The FSA therefore 
believes that required capital ratios for such banks should be expressed entirely in terms of high 
quality capital - broadly speaking the current Core Tier 1 and Tier 1 definitions - and should not 
count dated subordinated debt as providing relevant support. This is in line with the direction of 
Basel Committee deliberations. 

The crucial issue then becomes what minimum ratios should be set for Core Tier 1 and Tier 1 
capital. The current international rules described in Box 2A effectively result in an absolute 
minimum of 2% Core Tier 1 relative to Weighted Risk Assets (WRAs), 4% Tier 1 and 8% total 
capital (including dated subordinated debt).25 

These absolute minimum were defined at the time of the Basel I accord which was implemented in 
the late 1980s. They were not based on any clear theory of optimal capital levels, but rather 
represented a pragmatic compromise between different objectives. There was a desire to achieve a 
level international playing field: a perception that some banks were very lightly capitalised: but 
there was no intention to drive a generalised increase in the capital requirements of all banks. 

This pragmatic approach to determining overall capital levels was carried over to the Basel II 
regime. While Basel II introduced a new approach to the definition of the relative capital 
requirements to be held against specific asset categories (see Section 2.2 (iii) below), it was 
deliberately 'calibrated' to ensure that the overall level of required capital across the banking 
system was broadly similar to that which the Basel I regime required. 

The fundamental question which international debates on bank capital adequacy have 
therefore never answered and indeed hardly addressed is what overall level of bank capital is 
optimal. In theory this should be based on a tradeoff between: 

• the economic benefits of higher bank capital in reducing financial instability (these arise 
both through reduced probability of bank defaults and through a reduced danger that bank 
capital strains will increase the amplitude of the economic cycle via the impact on lending 
capacity); and 

• the economic cost of higher capital, which arises because banks facing higher capital 
requirements will need to reflect that in higher intermediation margins. 

Estimating either of these effects is extremely difficult: so too is deciding what relative weight to 
attach to each effect.26 But two arguments strongly support the proposition that the optimal level 
of capital is likely to be significantly higher than that which appeared appropriate in the past: 

• The massive scale of the economic losses now being suffered across the world as a result of 
banking system collapse. Any theory of optimal capital level must strike a balance between the 

25 It should be noted however that almost all major international banks already have ratios well above these levels, and 
that regulators already have discretion to require higher levels via Pillar 2 adjustments. 

2,5 To decide what weight to attached to these two effects, requires that we know how relatively important to human 
welfare is (i) a slight increase in the long-term sustainable growth rate in GDP per capita arising from lower 
intermediation margins (ii) a decrease in the probability of significant economic volatility which, even if 
outweighed over the long term in terms of its impact on GDP per capita, will produce significant human welfare 
detriment during the period of instability, given the high welfare impact of sudden shifts in relative income or 
periods of unemployment. 
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The Turner Review 

Chapter Two: What to do? 

BOX 2A: MINIMUM QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF CAPITAL UNDER EXISTING RULES 

Broad definitions* 

Tier 2: 
Tier 1 (not core): preferred stock 
Core Tier 1 (CTl): common equity and retained earnings 

subordinated debt 

Total and Tier 1 requirements (broadly unchanged between Basel 1 and Basel 2) 

Total capital (Tier 1 + Tier 2) must be 
greater than 8% of Weighted Risk Assets 
AND Tier 1 capital must be 

at least 4% of WRA Higher quality Tier 1 capital must be at 
least half of total capital 

Core Tier 1 requirements 

Not formally defined within Basel 2 but 
BCBS guidelines suggest CTl should be 
predominant part of Tier 1. 
Many jurisdictions, including UK, treated 
this as implying CTl at least half of Tier 1 

Effective minimum Core Tier 1 of 2% 
of WRA (except for market risk) 

Trading book/market risk variant 

Basel 2 rules on quality of capital for market risk capital requirements are different from 
those for credit risk and more lenient. 
As a result, a bank with significant trading book activity could face somewhat lower 
minimum CTl than 2% and lower minimum Tierl than 4% 

(*) The precise definitions need to cover the complexity of hybrid instruments which have mixed characteristics of 
subordinated debt and preferred stock, and complexities relating to what is included in retained earnings. An element of 
trading book/market risk capital can also be covered by Tier 3' capital. 
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$29.2 billion in leveraged finance (id.); 

$48.1 billion in exposure to monoline insurers (JA1365-JA1366:¶62); 
and 

gross CDO holdings of $24 billion (JA1366:¶63). 

In sum, there was a $66-billion-plus gap between what RBS was exposed to, and what 

it told investors.  JA1338-JA1339:¶8(f). 

(2) Beginning in Late-Summer 2007, 
Defendants Affirmatively Misrepresent 
RBS’s Enormous Exposure to Its 
Subprime and Other Credit-Market 
Assets

On an August 3, 2007 conference call with analysts and investors, Cameron 

made a series of false and misleading statements regarding RBS’s exposure to CDOs, 

leveraged loans, and related credit-market holdings.  JA1346-JA1347:¶32.  The timing 

of these statements is relevant, for by that time there existed heightened investor and 

analyst interest in public companies’ exposure to subprime mortgages.  JA1353:¶37.  

As regulator FSA later reported, analysts had begun focusing on RBS’s credit-market 

holdings – both in general, and subprime-related – by no later than March 2007.  Id.  

And the FSA’s American counterpart, the SEC, observed that August 2007 was 

“‘precisely the moment investors and market participants were urgently seeking 

accurate information about financial institutions’ exposure to the subprime market.’”  

JA1354:¶40. 
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They would not get that accurate information from Defendants. 

Despite the growing exposures and lack of risk-hedging detailed supra, 

Cameron reassured the market that all was well within RBS.  Contrary to the tens of 

billions of subprime assets held by RBS (JA1348:¶34) and its increasing CDO 

holdings and leveraged-finance exposure (JA1346:¶32(a)), Cameron said that RBS’s 

“exposure to these sorts of markets” had been “cut back a lot since the year end of 

‘06.”  JA1346:¶32.  Cameron also falsely claimed that RBS’s portfolios in the risky 

areas “were modest,” and had gotten “much more modest” recently.  Id.  Although 

RBS had hedged less than 5% of its credit-market bets, Cameron reassured analysts 

that “[w]e have hedges in all sorts of places against the various portfolios.”  Id.  And, 

despite RBS’s cumulative CDO losses of at least $425 million over just three months 

that summer, Cameron blithely reported, “[w]e’ve taken no credit losses anywhere in 

the portfolio.”  Id. 

Cameron’s co-Defendants responded similarly to analysts’ queries about RBS’s 

exposure to subprime assets.  Despite the billions of dollars of subprime loans that 

RBS Greenwich had been forced to retain (JA1348:¶34), Goodwin claimed that RBS 

was actually “kind of one step removed” from the subprime credit markets and, unlike 

its peers, was successfully selling the subprime CDOs and RMBS it had packaged: 

“[I]t’s not impacting us in that, in the direct way which it’s impacting on some 
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others.”  JA1347-JA1348:¶33.  McKillop echoed Goodwin, pooh-poohing earlier talk 

that RBS was “going to be very adversely affected by the subprime situation” – 

insisting that the naysayers had been proven wrong: “[I]t just didn’t happen, we said it 

wouldn’t happen, and you’ve seen it again today. . . . [W]e are not operating in that 

direct space.”  Id. 

The falsehoods continued in December 2007.  In a December 6, 2007 “Trading 

Update” press release, RBS purported to disclose (for the first time) its CDO and 

RMBS holdings.  JA1355:¶45.  Even that disclosure was misleading, however, for 

Defendants misrepresented both the amount of CDOs and other U.S. subprime assets 

it held, as well as RBS’s amount of exposure.  Id. 

In contrast to the $17.1 billion in total U.S. subprime discussed supra, RBS 

lopped off $6.8 billion and admitted to only $10.3 billion. JA1355-JA1356:¶47.  That 

figure materially understated RBS’s actual holdings by over 65%.  Id.  In addition, 

Defendants omitted altogether the additional $14.4 billion exposure to the monoline 

insurers, who were beginning to fail.  JA1356-JA1357:¶49. 

Analysts were initially skeptical of RBS’s seemingly robust outlook while its 

peers faltered.  On a conference call following the Trading Update, analyst Florence 

Taj questioned how RBS – admittedly a major player in securitizing billions of dollars 

of CDOs – had managed to avoid holding significant amounts of those assets despite 
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their market’s illiquidity.  JA1357-JA1358:¶50.  “I am just curious,” she asked 

Goodwin, “as to how you managed to go from that league table position to the 

remaining exposure that you have.  I am just wondering who was buying the 

securities . . . .”  Id. 

Goodwin responded with a concession, followed by a lie – conceding that RBS 

had been a “big player[] in this,” but insisting that it had managed to pass the risk 

along to others: 

But it was as packagers not as holders; so our model was always that 
we were taking and packaging and passing on; we were never in this as 
investor . . . the league tables probably implied a massive participation in 
the process, but I don’t think they ever implied a massive exposure.  We 
were selling this stuff on, and actively selling it on, as an integral part 
of the business model; we were never holders of this. 

Id. 

When Taj pressed him, noting the “big disconnect” between RBS’s purported 

sales and the market for those securities shutting down “probably at the beginning of 

2007” (id.), Goodwin shot back with an outright falsehood:  “I don’t think so, 

Florence, we were never holding the stuff.”  Id. 

Not surprisingly, the market responded favorably to these blunt reassurances.   

A Charles Stanley Equity Research report that day noted that RBS’s share price “has

risen markedly this morning as it has announced write-downs that were well below 

market expectations.”  JA1360-JA1361:¶55.  Bear Stearns took the bait, too, 
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reporting that RBS’s Trading Update had “alleviated fears over the group’s balance 

sheet,” and that RBS’s total exposures to U.S. subprime assets, together with write-

downs, “were significantly lower than feared.”  Id. 

The last in the litany of Defendants’ falsehoods concerning credit-market 

exposures and write-downs occurred on February 28, 2008.  On that day, in its “2007 

Annual Report,” RBS purported to disclose its “Credit Market Exposures” – including 

(as before) U.S. subprime exposures, plus the newly acquired holdings of ABN 

AMRO, and additional risky assets that investors wanted to know about: leveraged 

loans, CLOs, and exposure to monoline insurers.  JA1362:¶58.  Defendants told the 

market that RBS had: 

$10.0 billion in net (uninsured) CDOs and subprime RMBS holdings – 
when in truth the number was $18.1 billion (JA1363:¶60); 

$2.8 billion in net (uninsured) CLOs – when in truth the number was 
$8.1 billion (JA1364-JA1365:¶61); 

$17.4 billion in leveraged finance – when in truth the number was $29.2 
billion (id.); and 

just $5 billion in exposure to monoline insurers – when in truth the 
number was $48.1 billion (JA1365-JA1366:¶62). 

In addition, during a conference call about the 2007 Annual Report, Cameron 

responded to questioning about RBS’s gross CDO holdings by claiming “about” $16.6 

billion – when in truth the number was nearly 50% higher, at $24 billion.  
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JA1366:¶63.  During that call, RBS Finance Director and Board member Guy 

Whittaker (JA1339:¶8(g)) claimed that RBS’s credit-market write-downs – i.e., losses 

– for 2007 were just $3.2 billion.  JA1367:¶64.  In truth, they were $6.6. billion.  Id.  

Whittaker also claimed that, since the December Trading Update, RBS had taken an 

additional $900 million write-down to account for exposures to monoline insurers (id.) 

– but the actual figure was nearly twice that, at $1.7 billion.  JA1368:¶66. 

On that same call, Defendants made one additional misstatement.  An analyst 

queried whether RBS had incurred any losses on its Alt-A mortgage exposure – 

specifically, its “integrity,” and “has there been impairment in that?”  JA1367-

JA1368:¶65.  Cameron responded that the Alt-A portfolio had “taken a few minor 

marks,” but they were “small numbers.”  Id.  In truth, as revealed two months later, by 

December 31, 2007 RBS had actually recorded over $900 million in Alt-A write-

downs.  Id. 

Again, analysts responded favorably to Defendants’ misstatements.  Given 

RBS’s purported results, Charles Stanley Equity Research gushed that it was 

“pleased” to see that “market concerns regarding potential write-offs proved once 

again to be overdone.”  JA1370:¶71(a).  Credit Suisse echoed that sentiment, reporting 

that “[t]o the bank’s credit, ‘risky’ asset positions seem manageable, at least for now.”  

JA1370:¶71(b). 
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